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Preface
Dear participant,
As a proud, confident civic city, the city of Schorndorf remembers its roots. It has
always been a home for great ideas. Now, our city intends to gather these great ideas
through what is likely the largest internal development project of the 2020s: The
redesign of the former municipal works department area.
The goal is to find answers in the field of urban development for the challenges of
the next decade, from demographic shifts to climate change, social changes to new
technical innovations. Our thirst for innovation has guided us to enter into a
cooperation with the IBA’27 StadtRegion Stuttgart GmbH, which is providing us with
support and assistance.
Despite its proximity to the city centre, the suburb of Schorndorf has long been
overlooked. Only in the last few years has the great potential of the area become
clear, along with the dynamic possibilities it holds. Currently, there are two other
areas nearby that are under discussion for a new development and redesign, which
could serve as inspiration for later projects.
We look forward to the many innovative suggestions the planning office will provide
to continue developing a lively urban district, destined to house people from
different walks of life and age groups. We wish all of the participants in this urban
development competition good ideas, and much success!

Thorsten Englert
First Mayor
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Part A – Competition process
1. Purpose and objective
With the “District of the Generations”, Schorndorf is planning an urban development
extension of the “suburb” to the north of the train station. The goal is to develop a
dense neighbourhood where multiple generations can come together to live, work,
and care for one another. The core of the plan is the 1.5 hectare site of the former
construction and municipal depot. Proximity to the city, good quality of life, and a
strong sense of community should be created in the new district through common
living spaces, as well as through the combination of public areas and diverse options
for local infrastructure, education, leisure, and culture. The project managers are
intentionally focusing on resource-saving, low-emission energy and material
concepts. The area should be designed to have low vehicle traffic, with a focus on
public local transportation and spaces for sharing services and deliveries.
The project was submitted by the city of Schorndorf for the Internationale
Bauausstellung Stadtregion Stuttgart 2027 (IBA’27 - International building exhibition
Stuttgart urban region), and included in the IBA’27 network. Accordingly, the project
should be based on the objectives and issues taken up by the IBA’27. What all of
these have in common is a desire to handle materials, spaces, and social
relationships in a sustainable and respectful manner.
A building exhibition will be created from the collection of projects in the IBA’27
network. The goal is to present internationally relevant examples to attendees in
2027, showing new model approaches for building, living and working that point far
into the future beyond the year of the presentation. Alongside project funders,
therefore, the IBA’27 wants to develop resilient buildings, structures, processes, and
formats that function in many different possible future worlds and different
scenarios. The 2027 exhibition will be anchored around multiple IBA’27 district
developments in the Stuttgart region. These will be identified from the collection of
projects in the IBA’27 network in the next steps.
The IBA’27 has defined the following overarching goal for this purpose:
The Stuttgart urban region has reached the post-fossil age as a productive, just, and
liveable metropolis. Large and small hubs alike are linked by a regional urban
identity. People are actively involved in developing lively urban spaces where living
and working, leisure and culture, trade and production mix.
High-density development, combined with high-quality outdoor spaces, help create
community and enrich life. Affordable living through solidarity in financing and
ownership models is standard, while diverse living arrangements reflect social
realities.
Mobility is climate and city-friendly; districts generate their own energy supplies and
are adapted to handle the consequences of climate change. New technologies make
building efficient, and serve to meet human needs. Building materials are fully
recyclable, and buildings are adaptable. They are built to last for generations, and
enrich the urban space with their architectural quality.
After the end of the competition process, the results will be used as the basis for
implementation under planning law through a development planning procedure.
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2. General competition conditions
The competition will be conducted on the basis of RPW 2013, in the version issued
by the BMVBS (German Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban
Development) on 31/01/2013. The award was registered with the BadenWürttemberg Chamber of Architects under no. 2022 – 1 – 12
The awarding authority, participants, and everyone involved in the process recognise
the RPW 2013 as the binding basis for the competition through their participation /
consent.

3. Purpose of the competition
The purpose of the competition is to restructure urban development and design an
open space concept based on that development to repurpose the area of the former
train station in Schorndorf into a liveable residential district.

4. Awarding authority
The city of Schorndorf is the awarding authority. The project was also included in the
IBA’27 network, and will be supported accordingly.

5. Management
Organisation and supervision of the competition will be handled by the office of ISR
Innovative Stadt- und Raumplanung GmbH.

6. Type of proceedings
The competition will be carried out as a two-phase urban development and
landscape planning competition. The proceedings are anonymous.
The competition will be held with up to 20 participating teams in the first phase and
approx. 5 teams in the second phase. The prescribed teams will be formed of urban
planners, architects, and landscape architects. Each participating office may have a
maximum of one team in these proceedings.
Of the total of 20 offices in the urban development specialist area, 7 offices have
been selected and identified in advance by the awarding authority. The other 13
offices will be selected through an application process.
The identified participants will name their own team partners in the specialist
disciplines of landscape architecture and architecture. All members of the applicant
consortium must be named at the latest by the follow-up colloquium.

7. Competition participants
Urban planners are entitled to participate, in collaboration with landscape architects
and architects. The specialist disciplines to be verified can be in working groups of
multiple offices as well as within a single office.
Natural persons and legal entities that fulfil the required professional qualifications
are entitled to participate.
For natural persons, the professional qualifications are considered fulfilled if they are
entitled under the statutory regulations of their home country to bear the
professional designations of urban planner, architect, or landscape architect on the
date of the announcement. If the applicant's professional designation is not legally
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regulated in their home country, then the urban planners, architects, and landscape
architects will be considered to fulfil the professional requirements if they have a
diploma, examination certificate, or other certificate of competence that is
recognised under directive 2005/36/EC, Directive on the Recognition of Professional
Qualifications, and conforms to the specifications of the Council of 07 September
2005 on the recognition of professional qualifications (ABl. EU no. L 255 p. 22).
For legal entities, the professional requirements are fulfilled if their business purpose
under the Articles of Association include planning services that conform to the
planning task in question, and if the authorised representative of the legal entity and
the author of the competition work fulfil the professional requirements stipulated
for natural persons. Applicant consortia made up of natural persons and legal
entities are also entitled to participate if each member of the applicant consortium
is entitled to participate.

8. Process of the proceedings
The public should be actively involved in the process. Therefore, the following
process was selected and agreed upon with the Chamber of Architects:

Kick-off event
A digital kick-off event will be held to start the process, in order to inform the public
regarding the project and proceedings. Furthermore, the goals of the IBA’27 and
integration of the former municipal depot area into the IBA’27 network will be
presented.
Online participation before the start of the competition
The needs and concerns of the public should be included in the competition, so that
citizens are actively involved in the competition process. Before the competition
process begins, the first public participation action will take place via an interactive
project website which explains the framework conditions, task, and competitive
process to those involved. The goal is to define the needs and desires of the public
for the competition area, and to integrate these into the planning as early as
possible.
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Citizen representatives
During the first phase of public participation, interested persons can apply as citizen
representatives. Two consultants and two deputy consultants will be selected from
all applications to take part in the meetings of the prize jury.
Participation by potential builders
After the proceedings are complete, the property will be sold to multiple builders
with different basic interests (trade associations, housing groups, senior living).
These builders should also be integrated into the proceedings early on. They will
participate in parallel to the competitive process, in order to integrate builders’
interests. The suggestions and findings from the builder participation will be included
in the proceedings. Stadtbau Schorndorf, die Kreisbau and the Diakonie Stetten, as
well as others, have already been defined as key partners.
Prize jury preliminary discussion (not public)
The content-based part of the competition will begin with the first meeting of the
prize jury for the prize jury preliminary discussion. In its meeting, the prize jury can
modify the deliverables for the competition as well as the defined task.
Written inquiries
After the end of the application process and after the award process documents are
sent, inquiries can be submitted by the date indicated in the schedule overview,
exclusively via e-mail, to the supervising office ISR Innovative Stadt und
Raumplanung GmbH at the e-mail address <wettbewerbe@isr-haan.de>.
The intention is to fully demolish the existing building. A guided tour may be taken
only before the second phase. Aerial images and photos of the area are enclosed
with the planning documents.
Inquiry colloquium (not public)
Then, an inquiry colloquium is planned where the awarding authority will present
the key framework conditions and objectives of the competition to participants. The
participants will be given the opportunity to discuss the task with the awarding
authority and ask questions.
Phase 1
Then the first, anonymous processing phase of the competition will begin.
Prize jury meeting (not public)
After the end of the first processing phase, the prize jury will hold a non-public
meeting based on the preliminary review. Approx. five works will be selected for the
second phase of processing. The authors of the selected drafts will be provided with
general and individual recommendations for the subsequent, second phase.
Final event (public)
The final drafts will be presented to the interested public in another digital event,
maintaining the anonymity of the prize jury. An individual from the preliminary
review will carry out the presentation. After the presentation of drafts, a second,
digital public participation event will be offered, where citizens can express their
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opinions of the works. The results will be summarised and presented to the prize jury
in its final meeting.
Prize jury meeting (not public)
The second prize jury meeting (not public) the next day will follow up on the public
event. The awarding authority will inform the teams promptly of the results by
sending a protocol of the prize jury meeting.
Public exhibition
After the end of the competitive process, the submitted works, and in particular the
winning draft, will be exhibited.
Further communication with potential builders after the end of the proceedings.
The awarding authority reserves the right to conduct all events (including prize jury
preliminary discussions, inquiry colloquium, prize jury meetings) as digital video
conferences as needed.

9. Participants
The competition in accordance with RPW 2013 is proceeded by an application
process. The competition will be announced in the specialist press and on the
homepage of the supervising office, as well as via the newsletter and homepage of
the IBA’27.
With their applications, the applicants must submit the following information /
declarations / verifications:
•
•

Completed “Participation application” form
Verification of required professional qualifications as an urban planner,
architect, and landscape architect

Other declarations, information, and attachments besides those requested in the
application forms will not be considered.
Selection of participants
The competition is directed towards interdisciplinary applicants or interdisciplinary
applicant consortia that cover the specialist disciplines of urban development and
landscape architecture.
If there are no violations of these minimum criteria, which are stated in full in the
application documents, then the applications will be permitted. The client reserves
the right to request that missing documents be submitted within a certain time
period. If the subsequently requested documents/verifications, etc. are not
submitted in a timely fashion, this will cause the application to be excluded.
The competition is limited to a maximum of 20 participants, of which 7 participants
were selected by the awarding authority. Up to 13 additional offices will be identified
in the preceding application process.
If more than 13 applications are received that fulfil the requirements, they will be
selected by drawing.
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If there are no violations of the criteria indicated above, the applications will be
included in the drawing. Duplicate applications will cause all applications to be
excluded, as well as contributions from all participants to be excluded if the duplicate
application is noted only subsequently.
Participation in the drawing is subject to the following criteria:
Formal requirements
The application must be submitted electronically before the application deadline and
must contain all information relevant for the specific application. The application
forms must be signed at the designated locations.
In the case of applicant consortia:
•
•

•
•

A binding declaration from the applicant consortium must be provided,
naming the authorised representative.
Declaration on subcontractors: If the applicant invokes subcontractors to
verify their suitability (“Eignungsleihe” - borrowed expertise), then these
subcontractors must submit a relevant declaration of commitment and
further personal declarations.
Declaration on the exclusion of duplicate applications
Self-declaration of the applicant recognising the award conditions and
confirming participation in the case of invitation, and confirming that all
information has been provided truthfully.

Verifications
Verifications of a required professional status must be provided as described in point
7 of this award offer.
The awarding authority will select the following 7 teams in advance to participate in
this competition, and invite them as the chosen participants. The criteria for
suitability of the selected offices have been reviewed. A maximum of 13 additional
teams will be identified during an application process. The selected teams will name
their team partners (architecture, landscape planning, urban planning) themselves.
(by the colloquium at the latest)
Selected teams:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

711 lab, laboratory for urban locations and processes, Stuttgart
with team partner N.N.
Superwien, Vienna, AT with team partner N.N.
Mahl Gebhard Concepts, Munich with team partner N.N.
Nussmüller:Architects, Graz, AT with team partner N.N.
Octagon Architectural collective, Leipzig with team partner N.N.
Atelier Kaiser Chen, Stuttgart (requested) mit with team partner N.N.
Schürmann Witri, Zürich, CH mit with team partner N.N.

Teams identified through the application process
8.
9.
10.
11.

….
…
…
…
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12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

…
…
…
..
…
…
…
….
…

10. Planning documents
The planning documents will be sent to the participants by the date indicated in the
overview schedule by the ISR Innovative Stadt- und Raumplanung GmbH office.
The following documents will be provided:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Award in PDF format
Planning documents (dwg, dxf)
Sample layout
Area calculation sheet
Author’s declaration
Sample presentation
Visual materials
Insert plate for model (scale 1:500)
IBA 2027 dossier

11. Further commission
A resolution of the municipal council is required for the further commission.
The awarding authority shall ensure that, observering the recommendations of the
prize jury, a draft team is commissioned with completing the competition entry to
the urban development draft according to 51 AKBW as a preliminary stage to the
legal plan according to Sec. 30 BauGB - if and insofar as the task underlying the urban
development competition process is to be described in further detail.
The awarding authority shall ensure that, observing the recommendations of the
prize jury, a draft team is commissioned with further landscape planning services
for ongoing quality assurance, in the form of an open space plan according to Sec.
29 HOAI 2013, project phases 1 to 4 - if and insofar as the tasks underlying the urban
development competition process should be described in further detail.
The construction companies Stadtbau GmbH Schorndorf and Kreisbaugesellschaft
Waiblingen mbH, which are already involved in the award process, intend to
construct buildings on large sub-areas based on the results of the competition. For
this purpose, the construction companies intend to commission one or more prize
winners from the competition proceedings with planning services Sec. 35 HOAI and
Sec. 40 HOAI (each min. LP 1-3) in a step-by-step process.
General commissioning information
The city of Schorndorf is the planning authority responsible for carrying out the
urban land use planning process. Therefore, the further commission does not relate
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to the legal plan or support and implementation of the urban land use planning
process according to the BauGB.

12. Copyright for the results of the competition
The awarding authority shall be entitled to a copy of all plans and drafts created and
obtained by the participants. These shall become the property of the awarding
authority. The participants shall have no right of retention to such documents.
The regulations of Sec. 8 para. 3 RPW shall apply to copyright protections.
The awarding authority is entitled to publish and duplicate the plans, calculations,
and drawings. The authors are the drafts are free to use the plans for their own other
projects and publications.
The works that are not selected for prizes and awards can be picked up from the
awarding authority after the planned public exhibition.
Works that do not receive a prize shall only be returned by the awarding authority
at the request of the participants, which must have been received within four weeks
after receiving the protocol. If no request is made within this time, the participant
declares that they waive their ownership to the competition work.
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13. Prizes and expense allowances
The awarding authority shall offer a total net amount of 48,000 € for the
competition.
Prizes and prize money:
1. Prize:
2. Prize:
3. Prize:

20,000 €
12,000 €
8,000 €

2 purchases of 4,000 € each
The jury reserves the right to distribute the prize money otherwise. In order to
receive the prize money, an assessable work must be submitted in a timely manner.
The prize money shall be offset against the later processing fee in case of a
commission.

14. Assessment criteria
The following criteria are significant when assessing the works:
•

Urban development / landscape planning identity, quality of life,
integration into the surrounding structures
Distribution of use, quality of the usage mix
Economic efficiency, capability to be implemented, area efficiency
Degree of innovation of the suggested solution
Climate resilience of the suggested concept

•
•
•
•

15. Prize jury, experts and preliminary reviewers
A. Voting members:
(Professional jury members)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gabriele D’Inka, Architect
Antje Stokmann, Landscape architect
Bettina Klinge, Architect
Andreas Hofer, Architect
Prof. Mathias Hähnig, City planner
Manfred Beier, City of Schorndorf, City planner
Martin Schmidt, Schorndorf urban development, Architect

(Governmental jury members)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mr Bernd Hornikel, First Mayor of the city of Schorndorf
N.N., Representative of the CDU party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the SPD party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the FDP / FW party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the Green party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the AfD party (to be named internally)

B. Deputy members:
•
•

Prof. Dr. Philipp Dechow, City planner
Prof. Cornelia Bott, Landscape architect
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rüdiger Krisch, Architect
Prof. Dr. Frank Lohrberg, Landscape architect
Klaus Konz, Stadt Schorndorf, Architect
Franziska Haist, City of Schorndorf, City planner
Thorsten Englert, First Mayor of the city of Schorndorf
N.N., Representative of the CDU party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the SPD party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the FDP / FW party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the Green party (to be named internally)
N.N., Representative of the AfD party (to be named internally)

C. Consulting:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gabriele Koch, Departmental management, Department of business
development
Diana Carrera Gallego, Head of the office of climate protection and mobility
Romina Christen / Tina Muhr, IBA ’27 Stuttgart
N.N. Kreisbaugesellschaft Waiblingen mbH
N.N. Diakonie Stetten
N.N, Stadtwerke Schorndorf
N.N. Citizen representative
N.N. Citizen representative

D. Preliminary review
•
•

Claudia Dick, ISR GmbH
Nina Gronebaum, ISR GmbH

Further consultants and preliminary reviewers can be named in the course of the
proceedings.

16. Documents to be submitted
Only one work will be accepted per phase and team (urban planner with landscape
architect).
The potential solutions must be presented in a clear, concise, and informative
manner.
Phase 1 (anonymous)
All competition submissions must be marked in Phase 1 at the top right using a
code made up of 6 different Arabic numerals (1 cm tall, 6 cm wide).
Presentation plans
1 set in original format, rolled, and
1 set scaled down to DIN A 3, folded
1 DIN A 0 sheet, portrait format, with the following illustrations:
A sample layout is available in the planning documents. This serves as an orientation.
It is possible to deviate from the sample layout, however the general divisions and
size should be maintained.
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•

•

Guiding urban development and landscape architecture principle, scale
1:5,000
Structural urban development concept with information on access, the
building and usage structure and public and private types of open spaces,
scale 1:5000 (in resolution M 1.1000)
Pictograms on the topics of access, building and open space usage, and
building phases
Further illustrations of the conceptual idea as desired

•

Working model as insert plate scale 1:500

•

•

Presentation Phase 1:
To present the participants’ concepts in the prize jury meeting and for the public
participation at the start of the 2nd phase in PowerPoint, max. 10 minutes based on
a prepared sample presentation.
Phase 2 (anonymous)
Presentation plans
1 set in original format, rolled, and
1 set scaled down to DIN A 3, folded
2 DIN A 0 sheets, portrait format, with the following illustrations:
•

Guiding urban development and landscape architecture principle scale
1:5,000
Revision of the guiding urban development and landscape architectural
principle based on recommendations from the first prize jury meeting.

•
•
•
•

Explanations of the building phase concept
Pictograms on usage, open space, access, energy
At least one longitudinal and cross view through the plan area scale 1:500
Illustrations of the open space concept, incl. information on the shore design
Urban development functional plan scale 1:500
Illustration and visualisation of the draft urban development idea and
planned distribution of density and usage, with the following information:
Top view of size and shape of building structures
Number of floors, heights, building dimensions
Illustration of demarcations between public and private spaces
Public and private open spaces and landscape structures
Location and distribution of private play areas and common and
private garden spaces
o
Roof surface usage with information on green roofs, play areas,
rooftop patios and areas for renewable energy, among other
information
o
Functional and usage information and density values
o
Street, bicycle, and pedestrian network with connections to the
surrounding areas
o
Illustration of spatial and temporal construction phases
• Schematic diagram of the types of use (including different living
arrangements), horizontal illustration, scenarios for flexible further
development 2050
o
o
o
o
o
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• Illustration of the mobility concept: Location and distribution of parking
areas as well as bicycle parking spaces and information on the location of
alternative mobility services (car sharing, e-mobility, etc.)
• Layout plan diagrams scale 1:200 for 2 buildings (with special living
arrangements)
• Additional illustrations – required to illustrate the concept (freely
selectable)
• Model: Urban development dimensional model as usage model scale 1:500
Presentation Phase 2:
To present the concepts of the teams in the final presentation in PowerPoint, max.
10 minutes, based on a prepared sample presentation by an individual on the
preliminary review.
Supplementary services for both phases
Explanatory texton a maximum of two DIN A4 pages
Dimensional model on the provided insert plate scale 1:500
Area calculation according to the form
Author’s declarationaccording to the form. The declaration to be submitted using
the enclosed form must be completed in full, including information on the
authorised representative.
The author’s declaration must be signed by the authors, or at least by the authorised
representative in partnerships or working groups. The signature also indicates
recognition of the content of this award offer.
The participants must submit the enclosed written declaration in a sealed, opaque
envelope marked externally only with their code number.
2 sets of preliminary review plans (on DIN A4 folded according to DIN) with
illustrations of the presentation plans and the following additional information:
•

Calculations of the floor space, floor area ratio and gross floor area (listed
by types of use)

•

Illustration of the mobility concept: Location and distribution of parking
areas as well as bicycle parking spaces and information on the location of
alternative mobility services (car sharing, e-mobility, etc.)

Digital data:
Anonymity must also be ensured for the digital data. The document properties
must be removed.
•
Presentation plans and preliminary review plans as PDF files in high
printable resolution (min. 300 dpi) and reduced resolution (150 dpi)
•
Drawings of the preliminary review plans as dwg /dxf – file
•
The visual data shown on the plans (such as site plan, perspective) as
individual files in the file format jpg, tiff or pdf
•
Explanatory report as a pdf and doc file
•
Calculation sheets as a pdf and xls file
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The data must be sent via download link using the anonymous e-mail address (1st
phase) to wettbewerbe@isr-planung.de
All data will be deleted after the proceedings are completed

17. Submission deadlines
The date indicated in the schedule overview is the submission deadline for
competition dossiers.
The competition dossiers must be received by the competition supervision office by
4:00 PM on the date indicated by the latest. The competition dossier must be
submitted in a manner that maintains anonymity with an index of documents
submitted to:
ISR Innovative Stadt- und Raumplanung GmbH
keyword “District of the Generations Schorndorf”
Friedrich-Ebert-Straße 8
40210 Düsseldorf
Do not submit competition dossiers to the ISR company headquarters in Haan
If delivery is completed via mail, rail, or another transportation company, the date
indicated on the receipt of posting is considered the date of delivery, regardless of
the time, or the time indicated on the receipt confirmation if delivered to the
competition supervisor.
In order to maintain anonymity, the address of the competition supervisor should be
used as the sender when sending dossiers by mail, rail, or other transportation
company.
Since the date stamp on the shipment may differ, the deposit receipt is decisive. A
copy of this document, stating the code number, must be sent promptly after the
fact, maintaining anonymity, in a separate sealed envelope. Regardless of this, the
original copy of the deposit receipt must be stored until the end of the proceedings
and submitted upon request.
If an author whose work has received an award cannot provide verification, then
they will be subsequently excluded from the award process.
All digital documents for the 1st and 2nd phases must be submitted by 4:00 on the
submission date indicated in the schedule overview at the latest. Documents must
be sent via download link to wettbewerbe@isr-planung.de.

18. Right to make changes
The awarding authority reserves the right to make changes and add supplements to
the award offer and the task up to the start of the processing phase. Changes and
supplements in the framework of the logged inquiry colloquium during the
processing phase are excepted.
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19. Schedule overview (suggested)
Announcement

19 April 2022

Kick-off event

02 May, 6:00 PM

1. Public participation (digital) 02 – 10 May 2022
1. Builder participation (digital)

CW 18 –19 (02 – 06 May 2022)

Easter holiday Baden-Württemberg (13 April – 24 April 2022)
Prize jury preliminary discussion (digital)

02 May 2022, 2:00 PM

End of the application period

13 May 2022

Documents issued

20 May 2022

Written inquiries by

25 May 2022

Inquiry colloquium

CW 22 (30 May - 03 June 2022)

Whitsun holidays Baden-Württemberg (07 June – 17 June)
Submission 1st phase

05 July 2022

Meeting of the prize jury

25 July 2022

Summer holidays Baden-Württemberg (28 July - 09 September)
Submission 2nd phase

27 September 2022

Final presentation and
2. Public participation

CW 43 (18 – 22 October 2022)

2nd meeting of the prize jury

25 October 2022

Fall holidays Baden-Württemberg (31 October- 04 November)
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––
Image1: Competition district and surrounding area
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